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HEADING OFF MARK INFLATION 
By Gordon Cutting, VP Communications 

 
Foreword: 
Before we begin let me say that this article is a long one – it’s worth reading, if I do say so myself, but it’s about 

50% longer than most of my other articles. To make things worse, it has some discussion of statistics, exam design, 

and mark curving – but not very much. If none of this interests you then you might find it fun to scroll to the end and 

read some fun facts about bananas (for real). I mention bananas in the article if that is any inspiration for you to read 

on… 

 

Heading off Mark Inflation: 
Shortly after graduating university I was doing a lot of tutoring and I had the 

extremely enjoyable experience of tutoring two academically advanced students in 

mathematics and physics. They were brothers and their parents employed me to 

ensure that they had the extra understanding of theory that they wanted in math and 

physics as well as insight on the math contests that they wrote 

(https://cms.math.ca/Competitions/othercanadian/). 

 

We got to talking about marks – both wanted to try and keep their average above 95% – and what additional 

studying they might do to achieve their best results. I expressed to them my opinion that, at the very top of the grade 

point, the issue is no longer one of understanding the content better, but one of error prevention. 

 

I suggested to them that above the 80% mark, studying more theory and problem solving techniques was an 

effective way to continue to raise a grade, but above the 90% mark a student’s knowledge of content was solid and 

error correction becomes the issue. Furthermore, as we approach the 100% mark, it gets harder to maintain the grade 

because you can’t score above 100% in order to offset the occasional errors that cost students marks. And a 100% 

average is a near impossibility because it requires perfection in all assignment, quiz and exam performances. 

 

I was essentially trying to convince them that they should be happy that they were doing exceptionally well 

maintaining an average around 90-95%, but we also worked on error detection and correction methods to help 

support their averages. 

 

Our work together must have made some difference – the older brother graduated high school in the top 10 

provincially and the younger graduated in the top 15 a couple of years later (the younger attended an academic 

challenge high school and attributed his slightly lower performance to the rigorous program). Now one is an 

Ophthalmologist and the other is a GP.   

 

I want to make it clear that these two young men did all the hard work and I just helped explain some of the finer 

details. It was my pleasure to work with them and they helped teach me what it took to be a top student. Despite my 

pleasure at their success, however, still to this day I worry when a student gets too fixated on their marks and 

average. Anything above 85% is awesome and should indicate that a student is not only capable of completing all 

the tasks involved in solving a problem, but also has developed some understanding of the bigger issues surrounding 

a problem or group of problems. 

 

In the years that have followed, though, it seems that it has gotten easier for students to achieve high averages, with 

“mark inflation” becoming a major topic of discussion in the education system.   

 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/national/education/high-school-grade-inflation-balloon-ready-to-
pop/article10452197/ 

http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/are-teachers-inflating-grades-critics-say-yes-school-boards-say-no  

http://edmontonjournal.com/news/local-news/the-top-15-problems-with-grade-inflation-according-to-one-
edmonton-high-school-teacher  
https://yconic.com/discussion/what-is-mark-inflation/gozGBZ2MplWG22TIVexHGhP4ZDAAVZeg  

 

Further aggravating this issue in Alberta has been the lowering of the weight of the diploma exams from 50% of a 

student’s final mark down to 30%. In some schools we are seeing a large differential (upwards of 10%) between the 

students’ classroom average and their diploma average (http://www.eightleaves.com/comparing-alberta-high-
schools/average-diploma-exam-mark). These higher classroom averages paired with the increased overall weight of 

the classroom average in determining a student’s graduating average has left some great students missing out on 
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their program of choice in post-secondary, or short on qualifying for some competitive scholarships because their 

school assessed them more rigorously. 

The debate about what causes these large discrepancies has several sides, from test anxiety to fluffed up grades that 

can protect good students against missing honors status to teachers who struggle to give “meaningful assessments” 

(https://www.pressreader.com/canada/calgary-herald/20170227/281517930898457 ). 

 

I recently came across an article about a US student who had been accepted to 20 colleges, including all eight ivy-

league schools (how much would an individual have to spend on registration fees in order to apply to 20 colleges?!). 

His GPA was identified as a 4.68 (https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/01/us/college-acceptance-micheal-
brown.html). This got me wondering how one scores a 4.68 on a 4.0 grade scale. It turns out that AP (the US 

equivalent of IB) and honors courses give you a +1 on your GPA for that course, which is meant to encourage 

students to take the academic challenge courses without fear of potentially lowering their GPA 

(https://blog.prepscholar.com/what-is-a-gpa-scale). The colleges renormalize the GPA when considering 

applicants from different academic streams, but they do place more emphasis on the challenge courses. 

 

Now, in the middle of this discussion I’m going to seemingly switch gears suddenly – did you know that monkeys 

love bananas? So much so that, given the opportunity, they will eat little else. 

 

Unfortunately, bananas are very high in sugar and, if eaten too regularly, result in rotten teeth, aggressive behaviour 

and, ultimately, diabetes in monkeys. Bananas are so favored by the monkeys that some zoos have been forced to 

restrict bananas (the Cavendish variety) from their diet except as treats or to encourage them to eat when they are 

sick (https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/monkeys-banned-from-eating-bananas-at-devon-zoo-
9058856.html ).  But what would happen if the monkeys ran the zoo? 

 

What does this have to do with mark inflation? As I’ve mentioned before, I now listen to audio books on my 

commute to and from work and I’ve taken an interest in books on behavioural and neuro- psychology (the -ologies 

of what motivates us and why we do what we do) and this has caused me to sometimes look at things from a 

different perspective – one of understanding behaviour as a response to environmental stimuli and social cooperation 

and survival. Occasionally I try to see things from a perspective of human beings as sort of clever, socially advanced 

monkeys (monkeys who prefer coffee, or maybe hamburgers, to bananas).   

 

What if we apply the context of humans as clever monkeys and marks, or grades, as bananas? I think it’s fairly easy 

in this context to understand how students become fixated on grades – good marks are sweet little morsels that they 

have been rewarded with for good performance on assessments for as long as they can remember. After 12 to 15 

years of this – K through 12 and beyond – should we be surprised that students are fixated on those tasty bananas 

that we call grades?  As parents, how many of us have contributed to this banana fixation by encouraging our 

children to get good grades so that they can have a wide set of options for their future? 

 

The consequence of this fixation on grades is rotten knowledge, aggressive 

behaviour when people feel that they didn’t get enough banana, and, ultimately, 

the type of disease that we see in academia where we stop our proper function – 

training lifelong learners – and become dependent on ensuring that we’re 

maintaining key performance indicators. 

 

So how do we head off mark inflation and accurately assess the level of 

competency of a learner? Restrict access to bananas through a mark curve, tying 

access to bananas to peak performance (but what if there is a particularly well 

behaved – ie. high performing – group of monkeys); set a bar for banana access 

and allow anyone above this bar to have a banana; or maybe make everything 

banana flavored? I don’t have an answer to this question, but what follows is a 

line of musing on the subject. 

 

Many instructors seem to manage the mark problem by adjusting the level of difficulty of assessments until a certain 

average is attained. This approach has always felt to me as a reactive, as opposed to proactive, method that is a little 

unfair to students – what if the group is particularly strong or particularly weak? What if my presentation of the 

content has improved or declined because of changes to my approach? The experimentalist/statistician in me cringes 

over the number of variables that are out of control in implementing such a marking scheme. Sure, everything 

should regress to the mean, but that philosophy is a long term philosophy and ignores the effect of few samples or 

small sample sizes from a population. 

 

Rigorous scaling (curving) of marks produces the same issues as above. 

 

https://www.pressreader.com/canada/calgary-herald/20170227/281517930898457
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Setting a standard bar is a possibility, but the necessity of changing exam content year after year to prevent leaked 

past exam information from contaminating the results of future samples makes it incredibly difficult to maintain this 

standard bar. This has always been my preferred approach, but I will admit that I unavoidably begin to teach to my 

own exam since it becomes the defining narrative for my emphasis and coverage of the content, further contributing 

to the upward skew in student results. 

 

The third option I identified was to make everything banana flavored – ie. make it possible for everyone to get 

100%. I know this is starting to sound like I’m advocating for mark inflation but bear with me here – I’ve been 

playing with this idea for a few weeks and I’ve had some interesting thoughts. 

 

Alberta Learning defines “acceptable level” and “standard of excellence” as 50% and 80%, respectively. The 

trouble, in my mind, with these benchmarks is that many academically minded students don’t see 80% and above as 

excellent and many instructors and programs at the post-secondary level feel the lower end mark of 50% is not 

acceptable.  In fact, many instructors don’t view 80% and above as excellent – my daughter’s grade seven math 

teacher said to the class after an exam that the 85% class average wasn’t acceptable for the given content. 

 

Culturally, we don’t even recognize 100% effort as good enough – you’ve got 

to be giving 110% to be really serious about your task… 

 

In my (radical, revolutionary, harebrained?) scheme we could take this 80% 

and rescale it to 100%.  As a guideline for this scheme we can use a 4/4 to 5/4 

scaling transformation: 0-80% becomes 0-100%*, and 80-100% becomes 100-

125%* (the star denotes an ‘elevated’ or super- grade).  In this marking 

scheme we, the instructors, would define the “core content”, the “must-know”, the “required-to-be-fully-functional” 

portion of the curriculum and establish it as the benchmark of excellence for a course. If a student can satisfactorily 

complete the requirements of this content, without error, then they can get their standard of excellence 

acknowledgement – their A- in the parlance of letter grades. 

 

Identifying this content to the students as the essential requirements along with the corresponding 100%* benchmark 

might make them focus more effectively on fulfilling these requirements to the best of their abilities. 

 

The remaining 100-125%* content could be targeted towards connecting ideas – putting together the must-know 

content in new ways that may not have been discussed in class but that can be used to solve higher level problems.   

 

This “higher-level” content could be identified separately in the assessment so that the students understand which 

type of knowledge they should apply: core content that has been covered in lecture and possibly previous formative 

and minor summative assessments, or connective content that requires them to be a little more creative. These 

higher-level questions could also be identified to students as the opportunity for them to bolster their mark, ensuring 

they stay in the “standard of excellence”. Furthermore, if they hoped to score an A or, equivalently, a 4.0, then they 

would need to successfully answer some of these higher-level questions. 

 

Down at the lower end of the grade spectrum a 50% would become a 62.5%*.  In the context of the 0-100%* “must-

know” core content this would mean that a student must show competency in about two thirds of the core content in 

order to pass a course (assuming your program has a 50% pass grade to get credit in a course).  I know I feel a lot 

better about “passing” a student that has shown competency in better than half of the “functional” content, even if 

they can’t answer the higher level questions. 

 

To ensure that this approach doesn’t exacerbate the mark inflation problem, at the end of the day these supergrades 

would be scaled into the standard letter grades or 4.0 GPA.  

 

SUMMARY: 
While my thoughts on re-ranging the marks, or creating supergrades, may seem to play into mark inflation, the 

application of a letter grade, or scaled 4.0 GPA, at the end corrects for the mark inflation (scales the marks).  This is 

not unlike what the US is already doing with their +1 on GPA for AP courses (I swear I thought of this mark scheme 

before I heard about the American approach). The potential for easing the “I want a banana” effect is debatable: 

would one hundred percent become the new eighty and one-twenty-five be the new one hundred? 

 

What I really liked about the exercise was the idea of pre-planning the 80% “essential” and 20% higher-learning 

content.  Whether a person were to actually assign the supergrades to student work or not, establishing these 

benchmarks feels fairer to students and, I think, helps to ease the effect that no control groups and small sample 

sizes has on the mark distribution.  Furthermore, this design focuses on students being “functional” in their chosen 

discipline, while leaving the upper fifth of the grade as an opportunity for them to connect ideas and understanding. 



 

Of course this can all be achieved without creating any supergrades at all. Just following the 80-20 approach for core 

content versus higher level thinking when designing assessments and we get all of the benefits as discussed above: a 

50% (passing) student will need to perform adequately on 62.5% of the core content (or get a few higher level 

problems correct), an 80% (standard of excellence) student will need to satisfy all of the core content (or also get a 

few higher level problems correct), and a top student will need to show their solid grasp of the core content along 

with answering several of the higher level problems. The weakness with sticking to this approach, in my opinion, is 

it doesn’t address the grades-as-tasty-bananas problem. Either we need to change the way that people see the 

grading system, or make everything banana-flavored. 

 

As far as rigorously adjusting the level of difficulty of exams to maintain a certain target average, keep in mind that 

groups like Alberta Learning annually has approximately 500 to 1000 students writing field tests, giving feedback 

on question performance prior to the official use of a question on the diploma exam, and a pool of approximately 20 

000 to 30 000 students (depending on subject) writing the diploma exam itself. These kinds of numbers enable the 

exam designers to ensure that the exams are of approximately the same level of difficulty year by year and helps to 

combat mark inflation by design.  Unfortunately most of us do not have this kind of data pool and many would be 

unsure what to do with it if they had access to such a pool due to the lack of familiarity with the statistical analysis 

that would be entailed. 

 

Regardless, I’d like to find a way to balance rigor with fairness for the students that I work with each and every year. 

I hope to ensure that I’ve set the bar high enough so that there is adequate differentiation between students, leave 

room at the top to encourage students to aim higher, and avoid letting unqualified individuals slip through and then 

poorly represent our training and teaching to industry. That’s not too much to ask, is it? 

 

On a lighter note, here are some fun facts about bananas: 

 Bananas are all clones – at least the Cavendish variety. 

 There used to be a better banana – the Big Mike variety – that was larger and sweeter, but it was wiped out 

by a pernicious fungus. 

 The Cavendish variety may yet be wiped out by a different, but equally devastating fungus. 

 Bananas are mildly radioactive (due to their potassium content).  In fact, it is sometimes helpful – and 

immensely entertaining, in my opinion – to identify radioactive dosage events (dental X-rays for example) 

in terms of BED’s, or Banana Equivalent Dosages. 

 You’re probably peeling your banana the wrong way. 

 Banana trees aren’t “trees” – they are the largest herbaceous flowering plants.  The banana is botanically a 

berry. 

 It’s possible to grow bananas in Canada (if you live where the winters are milder). 

 

Some sources for my banana facts: 

 http://piecubed.co.uk/bananas-facts/ 

 https://www.economist.com/feast-and-famine/2014/02/27/we-have-no-bananas-today 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Banana_equivalent_dose 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Banana 

 https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKE
wiFpKeR4azbAhUr6IMKHXCLA28QFghIMAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ppe.gla.ac.uk%2F~protopop%2Fte
aching%2FNPP%2FP2-NPP.pdf&usg=AOvVaw2_lW0EMIaW7M8wCnKJDM7j 

https://www.thestar.com/life/2012/12/01/banana_trees_can_survive_outside_in_the_canadian_winter.html 
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“WE DID IT!”   
Michelle Semeniuk, Teaching & Learning Specialist 

 
There may have been a few unforeseen challenges along the way, but we made it to the end of another successful 

school year. How do I know that? I went for a walk, literally, and along the way I asked people from all areas of 

NAIT Who? How? Why? Their year was a success.   

Here are some of the comments that I received:  

“This year, we got to see an increase in the numbers and diversity of students in all sorts of 
programs at NAIT and more Aboriginal students graduate from those programs.” 
–Aboriginal Student Centre Team 
 

Congrats to our instructor, Danny—3 out of 4 years nominated for Instructor Excellence.” 
 –Sheldon, IHET Chair “And first time that IHET students will compete at Skills Alberta!” 
                                                                                           —Steven, DH Skilled Trades    
 

“I seriously couldn’t have done it without you guys [tutors]…Your patience, passion for teaching, 
kindness and compassion went a long way and made the days much better.” 
--student 

 
“In the month of May, 30 instructors learned   “This year the Math Dept. has done exten-     
how to integrate educational technologies        sive work in developing our capabilities 
into their instruction!”                                          for online assessment…reducing student 
–James, TLS for Ed Tech                                        barriers to learning.” - Alex, Math Chair  

 

“Participants from the BMI course I was involved with this year were fantastic and my small 
group especially were so dedicated and supportive of each other….”–Monika, TLS 

 
“The Academic Upgrading Program            “NAIT Library’s Makerspace has continued to 
 saw 1139 active class registrations             grow, and the equipment and technology has 
 for the winter term supported by                  enabled staff across NAIT to design creative  
 a wonderfully dedicated group of                and innovative ways to engage their  
 instructors…”                                                students…providing students with a hands- 
--Shelley, Portfolio Manager,     on, tactile way to explore their subject area.”  
Academic Upgrading Program      -Carmen, Academic Outreach Librarian 
 

Thank you to ALL the many other areas, programs, and instructors at NAIT whose dedication, innovation, expertise, 

and care for teaching and learning made such a huge success for our students.  

In my first Intercom article of the year, I asked: “Are you all in?”   

The answer: You were more than “all in”; you were amazing! 

 

 

            

 

 

 

  

  



Wrapping it Up 
By Garry Wilson, NASA President 

 

The 2017 – 2018 academic year was a particularly busy and challenging time. Many of our staff were affected by 

the on-going restructuring, budgets and especially redundancies as a result of seat reductions by the AIT. 

 

 

AGM: A record number of NASA members attended. I would like to commend all for your professional conduct 

and thoughtful comments and questions. 

 

Highlights: The 2018-2019 budget was passed with a motion to increase the dues rate to 1.1%. The increase 

to the dues will allow NASA to begin building our Defense fund. 

 

If you would like to know more about preparing a defense fund, check out Martin Devitt’s presentation available on 

NASA’s home page (www.naitacademicstaff.ca).  

 

2018 ACIFA Conference:  This year’s ACIFA conference was held at the Jasper Park Lodge. Discussion at 

President’s Council revolved around the setting up of a provincial defense fund. That proposal was presented and 

passed at the ACIFA AGM. Additional information on the fund is available on the ACIFA website. 

 

CAUT:  I also recently attend the CAUT Conference for New Presidents in Ottawa. This forum workshop is 

designed to help new presidents with the challenges faced by staff associations. Presentations were on - Governance 

and Leadership, Building Stronger Associations, Handling Difficult Situations, and Dealing with Media. During the 

two-day forum, I met many new presidents from different post-secondary institutes across Canada, and have found 

that we all face many of the same issues. 

 

A heart felt thank you to our outgoing VP, Executive and Committee 

members – Thank you for volunteering your time and expertise to attend 

committee meetings and events. Your time and efforts are one of the 

reasons that help make NASA successful. 

To our incoming VPs, Executive and Committee members – Welcome! I 

look forward to working with you and getting to know you more in the 

upcoming year. 

To all NASA members I hope you have a restful, safe and enjoyable 

summer, you have all earned it. 

 

  

http://www.naitacademicstaff.ca/
https://www.acifaweb.com/
https://www.caut.ca/


MEMBERSHIP SERVICES VP REPORT 
By Todd Buchart 

 

Hi Everyone.  

The year is quickly coming to a close. This year has been full of change. One thing I 

have learned is that change is constant. Change has its challenges, but it also has its 

opportunities. 

One of the roles of the NASA Membership Services Committee (MSC) is to bring 

people together. It also provides opportunities for NASA members to network and 

become acquainted with each other. This promotes the sharing of ideas and 

philosophies. Through this process, I hope that we can work together to solve the 

challenges we face and find viable solutions to the many issues that arise from constant change.  

The NASA MSC committee will continue to work diligently to generate ideas for future events. But, I will be 

stepping away from this volunteer role and Glenn Tkachuk will be taking the reins August 15th, 2018. I am 

confident he will do a fantastic job. Congratulations Glenn! 

Year End “May Fest at the NEST”   
I was unable to attend our year end event this year, but I was told that 

your new incoming MSC VP Glenn Tkachuk did a fantastic job. 

Thanks Glenn!! 

 

Congratulations to Leila Kipke and Lenard 

Runzer who each won a $100 Visa Gift 

Card sponsored by MBS Insurance!!  
 

Congratulations to our other winners; door prizes were donated by 

Blanxs Wholesalers and MSC provided 10 x $25 One @ NAIT cards. 

 

 

Also, I would like to thank the many people who provided support throughout my two year tenure as the VP of the 

NASA Membership Services Committee. Many thanks to the staff from the NASA office for their positive support 

of the many events hosted by the MSC Committee. 

It has been a pleasure and an honor to work with the NASA Executive, the MSC committee and all NASA members.  

I would like to express my deepest appreciation to our very hard working and 

enthusiastic committee members who have gone above and beyond to ensure that our 

academic staff are treated to outstanding social events, creative draw prizes and 

notable speakers:  Joanna Cho, Melody Dalley, David Grabski, Collette Funk-Ross, 

Joanne McKenzie, Johanna Scott, Glenn Tkachuk and Al Wasylik.  

 

I have enjoyed my term as MSC VP and look forward to continuing as an active 

member on the committee next year. See you in the fall! 

 

Enjoy your well-deserved summer break. 

 

 

  



“LIFE AFTER NAIT” 
Karen Stevenson – My Journey 

 
When younger I anticipated my ‘retirement’ as being a time of leisure, maybe travel, golf, sitting with a good book – 

enjoying recreation time.  As I got older and the idea of retirement became more than a distant reality, I seriously 

looked at what I wanted retirement to look like. 

 

About four years before retiring, in preparation for life after NAIT, I returned to school part-time and completed 

training as an Art Therapist at St. Stephen’s College here in Edmonton. I think I was more curious than anything. I 

have always valued creativity as a means for healing and wellbeing. And, the plunge into being a student, is 

something I never feared - being a life-long learner! What followed was a journey of exploring how art experiences 

are amazingly healing, of digging deeper into myself and realizing another career at 63 was possible. If you had told 

me that retirement would be this exciting and exhilarating several years ago, I wouldn’t have believed you! 

 

In April 2018 I launched my new practice Sustaining Wonder Creative Arts and Wellness.  The work I do is very 

rewarding. It combines my passion for exploring creativity and healing, my own journey of wellness, and I give 

back in a way I never thought possible. If you want to learn more about what I offer visit my website or call, I am 

happy to share my ‘retirement’ journey. 

 

Oh, and those times for travel, reading a book and golf? My work now takes me to new places. Most recently for 

training in Malta, reading about the latest science around the value of creativity in healing. Best of all, I get to golf 

three (3) times a week – with my mother (she’s my inspiration!). Retirement? Not sure what that should look like, 

but I’m sure excited about mine! 

 

 
Karen Stevenson, MA, PMATC 
Art Therapy – Counselling – Expressive Arts 
587.338.3991 
www.sustainingwonder.ca 

http://www.sustaininwonder.ca/
http://www.sustainingwonder.ca/


  



 



 


